This article presents the views of Kompas and Republika regarding the news of religious blasphemy committed by Basuki Tjahaja Purnama (BTP), the governor of Jakarta from 2014 to 2017. Kompas is considered to be close to Christians while Republika is considered to be close to Muslims. The objective of the study is to understand the views of Kompas and Republika in delivering news of Islamic religious blasphemy through the use of language. The research method used in this study is a descriptive qualitative method using Van Dijk's CDA approach, which consists of text analysis, social cognition analysis, and social context analysis. The data analyzed are samples of religious blasphemy news obtained from the website of Kompas and Republika between September 2016 and April 2017, each media is taken randomly 15% of total news. The results of the analysis show that the website of Kompas has a tendency to say that BTP did not insult religion and the court process was not fair while the website of Republika has a tendency to say that BTP was blasphemous.
Introduction
In describing an event, the media does not simply relate the incident, it also incorporates its views into the news. Media is not a value-free channel, it is also the subject that constructs reality, complete with views, biases, and partiality. News does not always reflect reality. This means the media tries to influence the reader in the way they see an event. Readers are invited to see an event from the media's perspective. ISLLE 2017 The news of religious blasphemy as supposedly reported by Basuki Tjahaja Purnama (BTP), governor of Jakarta from 2014 to 2017, colored the news in some media for several reasons. Firstly, BTP was a Christian governor, while most Jakartans are Muslims, some of whom refused to accept a non-Muslim governor. Secondly, the incident took place near to the election of the governor of Jakarta, so this could be a crucial factor in this case. Thirdly, the issue is also very sensitive to the people of Jakarta in particular, and Indonesians in general, in view of the problems of tribe, religion, and race among groups. Media owners may also have an interest for economic and political reasons. Kompas and Republika are national media that have many readers; Kompas is considered to be close to Christians while Republika is considered to be close to Muslims. This study aims to understand the views of Kompas and Republika in cases of religious blasphemy in connection with BTP.
Literature Review

Hegemony news in the media
News contains media owners' opinions on important events happening in the community. This means that the attitude, views, judgments, stances, and partiality of media related to an event that is being talked about in the community can be known through the media. Raising an event as news means that the journalists or editors of the media are expressing their attitudes, views, judgments, stances, and partiality in relation to an important event that has become hot news in the community. Such media attitudes, views, and judgments can either support or oppose an event occurring in society.
The ideological theory of Althuser emphasizes how dominant groups control other groups that are weaker. According to the hegemonic theory of Antonio Gramsci, media can be a means of a group establishing its position and demeaning other groups. The hegemonic theory emphasizes that in society there is a fight or competition to win public acceptance because the social experience of the subordinate groups is different from that of the dominant group. Therefore, it is necessary for the dominant group to spread its ideology so that its existence in the society is accepted without resistance.
One of the key strategies in hegemony is common sense [1] .
Through hegemony, the ideology of the dominant group can be disseminated, and values and beliefs can be transmitted. The advantage of hegemony is that it can create certain ways of thinking or discourses that are considered true, while other discourses are wrong. The media can be a means by which values or discourses are disseminated and absorbed into the minds of audiences and become a shared consensus. In the DOI 10.18502/kss.v3i9. 2692 Page 303 ISLLE 2017 production of the news, the process takes place in a subtle way so that what happens and is reported by the media appears to be a truth, logical, and is not to be questioned.
Political news always attracts audiences or readers because it directly or indirectly affects people's lives. The partiality of the media appears firmly and manifestly in political news compared to other news because it involves the spread of the values and ideology held by the media. News in the media is essentially a subjective process of constructing reality. Likewise, the political news does not fully reflect what actually happened but rather its tendency not to be objective. Political news delivered by media is not merely information but is the result of constructing reality so that it can contain media's own interests; therefore, the news is not neutral.
Discourse analysis
According to Fairclough [2] discourse is the use of language seen as a form of social practice, and discourse analysis is an analysis of how text functions in sociocultural practice. Halliday [3] gives a new perspective that language must also be seen from the perspective of its function not only its form. A critical linguist whose opinion pioneered the critical language study we know as critical discourse analysis (CDA). Fairclough points out that power and ideology are reflected in the language used. Fairclough [4] also states that in modern society, power is achieved through an ideology that is specifically done through the language used. CDA is an analysis aimed at seeing the use of language critically through linguistic aspects.
According to Van Djik [5] , a text consists of three parts: macrostructures, superstructures, and microstructures. Macrostructure is a global meaning of a text that can be understood through its topic. Topics of discourses are represented in one or more sentences that are the main ideas or the ideas of the subject of discourse. Van Djik [5] refers to a topic as a semantic macrostructure. This is because when talking about a topic or theme in the text, we will be dealing with meaning and reference.
A superstructure is a structure used to describe schemata, in which the topic or global content of the news is inserted. This superstructure organizes topics by arranging sentences or news units in the order or hierarchy desired. According to Van Djik [5] , a superstructure is a number of categories of news schemes or parts that build a news scheme that is summary and story. A summary consists of headlines and leads.
This scheme element is considered an important element. Titles and leads generally show the theme that media wants to show in the news.
A lead contains an introduction before going to the full story while the story is a whole news content consisting of two parts. The first part is the event situation and the second is the comment displayed in the text [6] . Eriyanto further explained that the course of events consists of the main story and background that support the event.
The background is used to give context so that it is clear when the news is presented to the audience or readers. The comments describe the parties who comment verbally and then conclusions are given by journalists.
According to van Dijk, a superstructure is a unified whole that will be followed by other parts of the news. What is disclosed in leads will be followed and supported by the news scheme. A schematic is a strategy to support a particular topic with a certain order or sequence. A schematic emphasizes which parts should take precedence as strategies to hide or show important information. Parts that are considered not important are usually placed at the end of the news text. Briefly, the elements of discourse according to van Dijk can be described as follows. 
Methods
This study uses a qualitative research method that produces descriptive data with the approach of CDA [7] [8] [9] . Data are analyzed using the CDA theory of Van Djik [5] on macrostructure, superstructure, and microstructure. The macrostructure is analyzed to find out the theme of the news (thematic) and the superstructure is analyzed to find out how the news scheme is compiled (schematic). Meanwhile, microstructure analysis is conducted to find out semantic, syntactic, stylistic, and rhetorical aspects. Seribu, a district of Jakarta, and the judicial process is the process of his speech in court.
The Kompas website tends to present news advantageously from the perspective of BTP, the action, and the judicial process.
In relation to BTP, three out of five news titles tend to look positively and only one news tends to look negatively. The three news titles that tend to be advantageous are:
( Based on the analysis of news titles, the Kompas website tends to build the meaning that the case of religious blasphemy is advantageous to BTP. From the side of the actor, the Kompas website looks positively, and from the side of the action, the Kompas website relates the case to the gubernatorial election of Jakarta, while from the side of the legal process, the Kompas website supports BTP. Meanwhile, the Republika website tends to build a meaning that harms BTP; from the side of the actor, Republika's website looks negatively, and from the side of the action, Republika's website presumes there is a powerful intervention so that the legal process doesn't go fairly. Secondly, by developing the theme that the article used in the case of religious blasphemy is a rubber article, the Kompas website tends to develop the meaning that the judicial process is unfair; this means that anyone who has been identified as a suspect must be imprisoned because it is impossible to avoid the article being imposed.
In other words, the article can be interpreted according to the appetite of law enforcers because the article is very flexible [10, 11] . This can be seen from the themes developed by the Kompas website: (1) the religious blasphemy rule, the flexible article but no one escaped; (2) the articles presumed to be by BTP are considered easy to be politicized.
Thirdly, by developing the theme that religious blasphemy should be resolved through dialogue, the Kompas website tends to develop the meaning that a solution through the legal process is not appropriate since religion is something very personal.
Moreover, it may also be intended to encourage the legal process to be discontinued There are six reasons that are built into the theme of the news. Firstly, the Kompas website tends to build the meaning that the articles are rubber articles that are applicable to the appetite of the law enforcers. Secondly, the legal process was carried out because of massive pressure since the case rolled in the community. Thirdly, religious blasphemy is unknown in the international legal system because of its abstract nature.
Fourthly, the Kompas website cites the claim that a case of religious blasphemy should be resolved through dialogue, not judicial process. Fifthly, BTP is a victim of criminalization. Sixth, denial if BTP defames Islam.
Based on the analysis of news themes, the Kompas website tends to build the meaning that BTP substantively is not fair, because there is public pressure to influence law enforcers to bring the case of religious blasphemy to the court. Meanwhile, Republika's website tends to build the meaning that BTP seriously insulted religion so the legal process must go on fairly and law enforcers should not be influenced by the closeness of BTP with the government.
Schematic of news
Based on the schematic analysis, the news schemes are arranged like an inverted pyramid, where detailed information in the news is an elaboration of the themes that are presented in the news. The Kompas and Republika websites make relatively short news by quoting news sources from observers. The Kompas website quoted statements from NGOs, human rights activists, political observers, government officials, and public figures while Republika's website quoted news sources from members of parliament, organization activists, law advisors, and protesters. The quoted news sources are harmonized to the attitudes and views of each media because although the source news is the same person, the news is different.
Micro structure 4.3.1. Semantic aspect
Based on the semantic analysis, the meaning built by the Kompas website supports its theme. From the analysis of the element of purpose, the Kompas website uses the words to ask, remind, affirm, and argue. The appeal by using the word to ask is made by PBNU, who asked all parties to stop politicizing any religions in the Jakarta gubernatorial elections 2017. The word to ask is also used to call the public to be careful about using religions in politics. Another element of purpose uses the words to affirm and to argue. These words are used by BTP to assert that it is not possible for him to insult the religion of Islam because his stepmother, his uncle, and his brother are
Muslims. The word to deny is also used by BTP, to deny that he has insulted the holy book of the Quran.
The element of purpose can also be seen from the use of the word to hope conveyed by BTP's lawyer teams so that the judges can decide on the case that ensnares his client fairly, honestly, and transparently, free from public pressure. Another element of purpose can be seen from the use of the word to claim by lawyer teams to claim that one of the leaders of a civic organization will fight furiously to tackle Ahok as a candidate for governor.
Another element of purpose on the Kompas website can be seen from the use of the word to issue. The word is used to state that the case of religious blasphemy is used as a reason to issue BTP from the nomination for governor in the Jakarta election. This statement was made by a political observer, Arbi Sanit, who saw suspiciously that from the early stages of the case there was already strength shown by a certain group in society that attempted to remove BTP from the candidacy in the Jakarta election.
Meanwhile, the meaning built by the Republika website uses the elements of purpose, which is disadvantageous to BTP. The Republika website uses the words to assert, judge, insist, and prejudice to affirm the element of purpose. As Gus Dur's daughter said, Allisa asserted that she did not support BTP. The word to assert is also used to convey the purpose that the legal process against BTP must be guarded and controlled by the prosecutor's office. This word is used by the member of parliament Jazuli Juwaini. The element of purpose also uses the word to evaluate to support the rallies on December 2, 2016, which were said to be reasonable because of the slow and dull law enforcement process. The element of intention also uses the word insistent conveyed by the MUI to declare its stand that refuses to revoke its issued letter. Meanwhile, the word to prejudice is used by the Leaders of Muhammadiyah Youth, North Sumatra who distrusted a great power that protected BTP as a defendant.
The Republika website also uses the element of intention with the word to ask directed at the government's leader and the head of the law enforcers to act quickly after BTP was sentenced to one year in prison with a two-year probation. helps police officers to take legal action in cases of religious blasphemy.
Another element of purpose used by Republika's website is the words to insist on or stand firm in the MUI's sentence insisting on its stance and refusing to remove the issued letter. Through such statements, Republika's website encourages or helps police officers to take legal action in cases of religious blasphemy.
The presupposition contained in the news texts on the Kompas website is in the sentence Choirul Anam previously explained, in establishing the status of the suspect, there should be two elements to be met in article 156 a KHUP. The word should in this sentence presupposes that the determination of the suspect status by the police only to fulfill one party. In other words, through this presupposition, the Kompas website builds the meaning that BTP does not fulfill rules as a suspect.
Another presupposition on the Kompas website is that the democracy in Jakarta's gubernatorial election has died. The use of certain phrases in this sentence suggests that in Jakarta's elections there is no democracy anymore and there is no freedom given to the people because the candidate is defeated by a case of religious blasphemy and not by a candidate's competence. This means that the Jakarta elections are controlled by certain parties on behalf of the majority who impose their will on minorities.
Syntactic aspect
Based on the syntactic analysis, there are some interesting things to explain. In terms of the coherency of sentences, there is conditional coherency. If this is not controlled, it will destroy the joints of our nation's diversity. This is said by the Chairman of the Institute The next coherency is the coherency of denial with the conjunction words but and yet. This was done when the mob urged that BTP should be detained, but the Kompas website stated that the detention of BTP could only be authorized by the investigator.
The public urged that Ahok is detained immediately. However, Asep considers detaining a
person is the authority of the investigator. Through such coherency, the Kompas website aims to give a view or a reminder that detention of a suspect is not because of pressure but is at the discretion of the investigators.
Coherency of denial is also used to comment on the base of the legal process. politicized is the same as the politicization of making the situation related to political [12] . Through the use of the word politicized, the Kompas website expressed his view that the case of blasphemy is related to the election of Jakarta's governor.
The next lexicon used is politicization. This word is used by the Kompas website to quote the political observer from the University of Indonesia, Arbi Sanit, who saw the oddity of the BTP case from the beginning process conducted by the police. According to Arbi Sanit, the politicization of religion is also thick in the case of blasphemy. It is based on the mass action that can make law enforcers feel threatened. In Indonesia, the words that make up the acronym SARA are very sensitive because they can trigger widespread conflict and hostility in the society. Through the use of this lexicon, Republika's website agrees that the case of religious defamation is a legal case and is not related to SARA.
The lexicon used by Republika's website is dangerous. Because of this (harassment of the Qur'an) is very dangerous. According to KBBI [12] , dangerous means contains hazards that can bring misery so one must be careful. The blasphemy of religion is said to be dangerous because it can lead to conflict or hostilities that have a widespread impact on society. Through the use of the lexicon, the Republika website agrees that the act could have an adverse impact on the community.
Conclusion
Based on the results of the analysis, the Kompas website tends to build the meaning that the case of religious blasphemy has a close relationship with the election of the governor of Jakarta. In other words, the religious defamation case is used to defeat or eliminate BTP in the election of the governor of Jakarta. The speech delivered in Kepulauan Seribu did not intend to insult religion, and therefore he should be set free.
Meanwhile, the Republika website tries to build the meaning that BTP did commit religious blasphemy and his speech at Kepulauan Seribu is not the first time he defamed religion. Therefore, he must be processed legally in the court. The meanings that are built by each media are formed by developing a theme or meaning that refers to the view of each media by utilizing elements of discourse in the form of macrostructures that include the use of titles and theme development, and microstructures that include the use of syntactic, semantic, stylistic, and rhetorical aspects.
